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Abstract.3

Recent observations from the Van Allen Probes Helium Oxygen Proton4

Electron (HOPE) instrument revealed a persistent depletion in the 1-10 eV5

ion population in the post-midnight sector during quiet times in the 2 < L6

< 3 region. This study explores the source of this ion depletion by develop-7

ing an algorithm to classify 26 months of pitch angle distributions measured8

by the HOPE instrument. We correct the HOPE low energy fluxes for space-9

craft potential using measurements from the Electric Field and Waves (EFW)10

instrument. A high percentage of low count pitch angle distributions is found11

in the post-midnight sector coupled with a low percentage of ion distribu-12

tions peaked perpendicular to the field line. A peak in loss cone distributions13

in the dusk sector is also observed. These results characterize the nature of14

the dearth of the near 90o pitch angle 1-10 eV ion population in the near-15

Earth post-midnight sector. This study also shows, for the first time, low en-16

ergy HOPE differential number fluxes corrected for spacecraft potential and17

1-10 eV H+ fluxes at different levels of geomagnetic activity.18

19
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1. Introduction

The plasmasphere is a region of cold dense plasma with an average energy of 1 eV20

that co-rotates with Earth [e.g., Chappell , 1972]. The plasmasphere plays a critical role21

in inner magnetospheric physics, particularly in modulating wave activity [e.g., Thorne22

et al., 1973; Kozyra et al., 1984; Bortnik et al., 2008]. Changes in plasmaspheric density23

and composition can lead to changes in the global magnetospheric system. For exam-24

ple, density gradients may change plasmapause location or ion concentrations can disrupt25

electromagnetic ion cyclotron (EMIC) wave propagation [e.g., Larsen et al., 2007; Saikin26

et al., 2015].27

28

The high energy tail (1-10 eV) of the inner plasmasphere (L-Shell < 3) ion population29

exhibits strong local time variation with a minimum in the post-midnight sector [Lennarts-30

son and Reasoner , 1978; Sarno-Smith et al., 2015]. Although we show the depletion as31

a partial density loss, it is also likely a temperature effect where the suprathermal tail32

of the plasmasphere cools in the post-midnight sector. However, without full density or33

temperature resolution, we are unable to conclude if the depletion is from temperature,34

density, or combination of both. A previous study suggested that the 1-10 eV plasmas-35

phere depletion might be linked to ionospheric outflow [Sarno-Smith et al., 2015]. Here,36

ionospheric outflow refers to the heating of the topside ionosphere and subsequent trans-37

port of plasma to the plasmasphere along flux tubes. Topside ionosphere studies have38

shown post-midnight sector plasma enhancements from downward flow from the plasma-39

sphere, which suggests that this 1-10 eV ion population flows downward along field lines40
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and charge exchanges in the topside ionosphere [Pavlov and Pavlova, 2005]. However, the41

mechanisms leading to the absence of plasma between 2 < L < 3 remain unresolved.42

43

To further explore the post-midnight depletion of the 1-10 eV ions of the inner plasma-44

sphere, pitch angle distributions of the suprathermal tail (1-10 eV) inner plasmasphere45

population are analyzed using the Van Allen Probes. Launched in late 2012, the Van46

Allen Probes are a pair of near equatorial satellites that orbit within geosynchronous or-47

bit [Mauk et al., 2014]. The Helium Oxygen Proton Electron (HOPE) instrument onboard48

these satellites is a mass spectrometer that measures of H+, He+, and O+ populations of49

the equatorial inner magnetosphere between 1 eV and 50 keV [Funsten et al., 2014].50

51

The purpose of this study is to determine the cause of the post-midnight sector near-52

Earth ion depletion and examine the pitch angle distributions of the HOPE H+ 1-10 eV53

plasma. In this study, pitch angle distributions are calculated over discrete time win-54

dows in the HOPE 1-10 eV ion data to determine when ion fluxes are depleting. A new55

algorithm is developed to sort pitch angle distributions over a 26 month period. If the56

depletion is from charge exchange in the top side ionosphere, we expect to see strong57

field aligned 1-10 eV ion flows across the dayside, particularly at dawn, and a residual58

equatorially mirroring population that lingers across the night side. For the first time,59

the results of this study demonstrate that the near 90o pitch angle 1-10 eV ion population60

shows a strong depletion in the post-midnight sector while the H+ ions at pitch angles61

near 0o and 180o remain nearly constant. This suggests a steady but weak outward flow62

from the ionosphere across the nightside. This behavior suggests that physical processes63
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other than charge exchange and ionospheric influence may be involved in the depletion64

of the post-midnight sector H+ 1-10 eV ions. The ion depletion may also be the result of65

a temperature effect, where the 1-10 eV ions are cooled across the post-midnight sector66

and thus invisible to HOPE. This new data set thus allows a detailed examination of the67

diurnal behavior of the inner plasmasphere.68

69

2. Methodology

This study explores the HOPE pitch angle dependence as a function of MLT and L-Shell70

during quiet times. To do so, 26 months of HOPE H+ data from February 2013 to April71

2015 were sorted by 0.25 L-Shell and 0.5 MLT bins for each energy channel measured72

by HOPE between 1-10 eV. This time frame encompassed a full precession of the Van73

Allen Probes satellites. Only times with Kp less than 3 were examined. The polar angle74

resolution on the HOPE instrument is 18 degrees full width and the azimuthal angle is75

4.5 degrees full width half maximum, which allowed for resolution of the loss cone at76

approximately L = 2, where the loss cone is approximately 16 degrees, but not at L = 3,77

where the loss cone is approximately 8.4 degrees. HOPE data are routinely binned into 1178

pitch angle bins, with centers between 4.5-175.5 degrees. Pitch angle bins are 18 degrees79

wide, except for 9 degree bins centered at 4.5 and 175.5 degrees. In every spin period80

of approximately 11 seconds, HOPE differential number flux values were calculated and81

assigned a pitch angle designation based on the magnetic field direction as measured by82

the Electric and Magnetic Field Instrument Suite and Integrated Science [Kletzing et al.,83

2013].84

85
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Plasmapause location varies with activity level at time. In particular, the plasmasphere86

erodes during geomagnetic storms and the plasmapause can be within L < 2 during times87

of high convection [Spasojević et al., 2003]. However, plasmapause location variability88

should not significantly affect the results of our statistical study over 2013-2015, which89

were remarkable years in their absence of storms. In 2013, there are only two storms,90

March 17, 2013 and June 1, 2013, that are notable and capable of pushing the plasma-91

pause to L < 3. In 2014, there are no significant storms, and in the first part of 2015 (till92

April), there is only the March 17, 2015 storm. For these dates, we should be concerned93

about plasmapause location leading to unnaturally low plasma densities between 2 < L94

< 3. However, three days is statistically insignificant in the context of our larger study95

of > 600 days. We also have approximately 6 months of dwell time in the post-midnight96

sector between 2 < L < 3 for our study.97

98

Figure 1 shows the 1.5 eV, 3.0 eV, and 5.3 eV H+ spacecraft potential corrected av-99

erage differential number fluxes as a function of pitch angle and MLT over 26 months100

at L = 2 (L-Shell and MLT bins are labelled by the lower bound of the bin). HOPE101

differential number fluxes were corrected for spacecraft potential by using the Electric102

Field and Waves instrument (EFW) spacecraft potential measurements [Wygant et al.,103

2014]. Both the EFW and HOPE measurements were resampled into 1 minute intervals,104

and the median spacecraft potential in volts for each interval was added to the energy105

of each of the 1-10 eV energy channels. The ‘new’ energy channels and fluxes were then106

logarithmically interpolated to give flux values at the original HOPE energy channels.107

Here, logarithmically interpolated means the fluxes were appropriately weighted by the108
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location of the nearest energy channels in log space to the spacecraft potential corrected109

energy. For example, if there is +0.5 V of spacecraft charge, the HOPE 1.2 eV energy110

channel actually measures 1.7 eV particles. To calculate the 1.8 eV H+ fluxes, we logarith-111

mically interpolated the fluxes between the spacecraft potential added energy channels of112

1.7 eV and 2.0 eV. We kept only energy channels in the 1-10 eV energy range, even after113

accounting for spacecraft charge.114

115

Although our study encompasses the 1-10 eV H+ population, Figure 1 highlights three116

energy channels which reflect the general behavior of the 1-10 eV HOPE energy range.117

The plot on the left shows the median differential number flux at all MLTs, including a118

large plasma depletion in the post-midnight sector between 1 < MLT < 4 in the each of119

the energy channels. In the post-midnight sector, there was an absence of particles with120

pitch angles around 90o. However, the pitch angles in the loss cone show less depletion121

than the PA=90o fluxes in the post-midnight sector, particularly at 3.0 and 5.3 eV. This122

implies that the ionosphere is still acting as a weak source of low energy plasma to the123

inner plasmasphere in the post-midnight sector, but it remains unclear what causes the124

significant equatorially mirroring population depletion in this region. Also, in the 1.5 eV125

and 3.0 eV energy channels, the fluxes significantly change from a peak in the near PA126

= 90o population at MLT=0 to MLT=1.5 to a minimum or near-isotropic distribution in127

the near PA = 90o population at MLT=2.5.128

129

The plots in the right column of Figure 1 show the relative variability, or the standard130

deviation (σD) divided by the mean (µ). We have used fraction instead of percent to131
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quantify the uncertainty and variability of the measurements to be consistent with our132

earlier studies on this subject [Sarno-Smith et al., 2015]. For 1.5 eV and 3.0 eV, the rela-133

tive variability is higher in the post-midnight sector, especially at pitch angles near 0o and134

180o. Relative variability is lowest at MLT = 6 to 20 at near PA = 90o. We expect the135

post-midnight sector to have more variability for several reasons. For example, the areas136

of space our bins cover are very large. In the post-midnight sector, some plasma within137

each bin may not be affected by the mechanisms leading to the depletion of plasma in the138

post-midnight sector. Thus, there are fluxes with order of magnitude or greater differences139

contained within each bin, leading to a much higher standard deviation. Interestingly,140

the relative variability in the post-midnight sector is lowest across all MLTs for the 5.3141

eV channel. There are fewer measurements in this energy channel at pitch angles close142

to 0o and 180o, which may contribute to the lower variability. Outside the post-midnight143

sector, variability is higher at all MLTs compared to the 1.5 and 3.0 eV energy channels.144

Sarno-Smith et al. [2015] also found similar variability differences at different MLTs but145

showed in Figure 7 that although the post-midnight sector had higher relative variability,146

the bulk of the post-midnight sector 1-10 eV fluxes were still significantly below (greater147

than an order of magnitude) the 1-10 eV fluxes outside the post-midnight sector.148

149

Figure 2 shows the spacecraft potential corrected fluxes for the 1-10 eV H+ population150

binned by L-Shell and MLT from February 2013 to April 2015. The occurrence of the151

0.99 eV fluxes is sparse but approximately uniform across all MLTs at L of 2 to 2.5. By152

1.5 eV, the occurrence of the 1.5 eV fluxes extends all L-Shells between 1.5 and 4. The153

low plasma fluxes in the post-midnight sector are seen in all energies between 1-10 eV,154
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although we only show 0.99 to 3.38 eV here.155

156

Figure 3 shows the 1.5 eV, 3.0 eV, and 5.3 eV H+ median spacecraft potential corrected157

average differential number fluxes and the relative variability at PA = 90o binned by L-158

Shell and MLT for Kp < 1 and Kp < 3 between February 2013 and April 2015. Activity159

level does have an impact on the behavior of the 1-10 eV ions, and the difference between160

the post-midnight sector H+ differential number fluxes and dayside fluxes is smaller at161

Kp < 1. Differential number fluxes are higher for the Kp < 1 fluxes, especially for the162

1.5 eV and 3.0 eV energy channels within L = 3. The relative variability is highest in the163

post-midnight sector for both activity level designations. We expect the plasmasphere to164

be sensitive to geomagnetic activity due to erosion and enhanced convection [Carpenter ,165

1967; Taylor et al., 1970; Horwitz et al., 1990; Katus et al., 2015]. However, the general166

behavior is similar, and we continue to proceed with the designation of Kp < 3 as a defi-167

nition for quiet time behavior because the distributions are smoother with the increased168

number of data points.169

170

To better quantify the depletion of the near PA = 90o population, the 26 months of171

HOPE pitch angle distributions were classified by their shape. Pitch angles range from 0172

to 180 degrees, where 90o is a locally mirroring population and 0/180 are field aligned/anti-173

field aligned particle populations. To ensure a statistically significant number of counts174

in each bin, the counts of ten consecutive approximately 11 second HOPE measurements,175

which is approximately 10 spacecraft spins, were summed. However, since the HOPE176

instrument alternates between measuring ion and electrons, this summing occurred over177
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a 220 second period. The median spacecraft potential over this same period was also used178

to correct the fluxes for spacecraft potential with the same procedure used in Figures 1179

and 2. This time window was chosen to provide sufficient counts while limiting spacecraft180

motion to no more than 0.125 L-Shells at L < 3. Times where HOPE was in perigee mode,181

where HOPE measures only energies above 26 eV due to high O+ densities, were excluded.182

The pitch angle distributions are determined for each energy channel separately without183

taking into account the pitch angle distribution classification of other energy channels.184

This binning resulted in a total of 43,309 pitch angle distributions for spacecraft potential185

corrected 1.5 eV fluxes, 43,628 pitch angle distributions for 3.0 eV, and 44,927 pitch angle186

distributions for 5.3 eV over the 26 month period in this study.187

188

To calculate the average of each summed pitch angle distribution, a weighting scheme189

based on the number of counts in each measurement was used. Over a time window, each190

pitch angle bin differential flux measurement was assigned a weighting factor correspond-191

ing to the number of counts the detector measured. The weighting factor was the number192

of counts at measurement divided by the total number of counts for each pitch angle bin193

over the time window.194

195

For inclusion in our study, a pitch angle bin had to have at least 10 total counts across196

a time window. If a summed pitch angle bin had fewer than 10 counts, it was considered197

invalid. If a summed pitch angle distribution had six or more invalid pitch angle bins, the198

entire distribution was labelled as an ‘Uncategorized’ distribution. However, distributions199

where all pitch angle bins were considered invalid in a given spin were discarded. Fewer200
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than 1% of the total number of pitch angle distributions fell into this category.201

202

To highlight distribution shapes, each summed pitch angle distribution was normalized203

by the mean flux value of that pitch angle distribution. The normalized flux summed pitch204

angle distributions were then sorted by a pitch angle distribution identification algorithm,205

which was loosely based on the pitch angle distribution sorting algorithm developed for206

Mars Global Surveyor electron distributions [Brain et al., 2007]. The algorithm presented207

here was empirically designed to work best for the Van Allen Probes HOPE data set, so208

modification would be necessary for use with another data set.209

210

Figure 4 shows the categories of pitch angle distributions used for this study and the211

definitions of each category. Each normalized HOPE pitch angle distribution was classified212

either as Isotropic, Butterfly, Inverse Butterfly, Source Cone, Loss Cone, One-sided Cone,213

or Uncategorized. The first sort was for Isotropic distributions. A pitch angle distribution214

is Isotropic if the second highest and second lowest values of the (approximately) 11 point215

summed distribution were within 20% of each other (2nd max / 2nd min < 1.2). This216

method provided more consistent results than using the standard deviation because the217

HOPE instrument measured fluxes could vary up to 3 orders of magnitude across a single218

pitch angle distribution. This part of the algorithm was particularly sensitive to changes219

in the isotropic threshold ( 2nd max / 2nd min). Lowering the threshold increased the220

number of partial pitch angle distributions that fell into the Loss Cone designation. Rais-221

ing the threshold did the opposite. We ultimately chose a threshold that preferentially222

sorted these borderline distributions into the Loss Cone designation. Using the second223
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highest and lowest values also reduced algorithm sensitivity to extreme fluxes.224

225

The algorithm then reclassified the 11 pitch angle bins into five segments. ‘End1’ is226

the normalized average of the 4.5 and 18.0 pitch angle bins, ‘Intr1’ is the normalized227

average of the 36.0 and 54.0 bins, ‘Middle’ is the normalized average of the 72.0, 90.0, and228

108.0 bins, ‘Intr2’ is the normalized average of the 126.0 and 144.0 bins, and ‘End2’ is229

the normalized average of the 162.0 and 175.5 bins. The algorithm sorted the normalized230

summed pitch angle distributions by the relative peaks and troughs of these five segments.231

232

Then, the algorithm screened for Butterfly distributions, where there are peaks in the in-233

termediate pitch angles and troughs at the ends and in the middle. Butterfly distributions234

are frequently seen in radiation belt electrons, and it has been proposed that wave parti-235

cle interactions and magnetopause shadowing are responsible for their formation [Gannon236

et al., 2007; Horne et al., 2007]. In the inner plasmasphere, Butterfly distributions occur237

when the plasma is in transition between an equatorially mirroring distribution to/from a238

field aligned population, with peaks in the intermediate portions of the pitch angle distri-239

bution. There are data caveats in the categorization of Butterfly distributions since they240

required the end points of the pitch angle distributions, and the end points (0o/180o) are241

the most unreliable.242

243

The next type of distribution the algorithm looked for was the Inverse Butterfly Dis-244

tribution, where the flux is lowest at intermediate pitch angles. The Inverse Butterfly is245

an unusual distribution, where particles are simultaneously being lost and flowing into246
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the specified region of space. This distribution was rare and constituted less than 1% of247

the total number of pitch angle distributions seen by the HOPE instrument. There are248

also data caveats in the Inverse Butterfly categorization for the same reasons mentioned249

previously in the Butterfly distribution classification.250

251

Following Butterfly and Inverse Butterfly Distributions, the algorithm searched for252

Source Cone distributions, which are peaked at both 0 and 180 degrees. In Source Cone253

distributions, particles are flowing in or out with pitch angles close to 0 or 180, but the254

near 90o population is at a relative minimum. After sorting for Source Cone distributions,255

the algorithm selected for its counterpart: Loss Cone Distributions, which are peaked at256

90o. Loss Cone distributions occur when the near 90o pitch angle population is at a rel-257

ative maximum compared to the fluxes at 0o and 180o pitch angles, since the low/high258

pitch angle particles have already been lost. Loss Cone distributions are common in the259

inner magnetosphere, particularly for equatorial H+ [Comfort and Horwitz , 1981; André,260

1986; Sagawa et al., 1987; Giles et al., 1994].261

262

The algorithm then checked for One-sided Cone distributions, peaked at either 0 or263

180 degrees. One-sided pitch angle distributions, or asymmetric pitch angle distributions,264

can occur at times of transition, i.e., crossing a terminator. One-sided pitch angle dis-265

tributions can also indicate asymmetric field aligned flow due to hemispheric seasonal266

differences [Lockwood et al., 1985; Giles et al., 1994]. For example, when the northern267

hemisphere is in summer, this hemisphere will have a larger heated ion concentration268

than the southern hemisphere. Thus, this seasonal difference between the hemispheres269
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will manifest as increased ion flow from the summer hemisphere into the plasmasphere.270

271

After testing each pitch angle distribution for each of these ‘ideal’ classifications, the272

algorithm then sorts the partial pitch angle distributions. In these cases, the pitch angle273

distributions do not have valid measurements for End1 or End2, for example, but still274

show an identifiable distribution. A valid partial pitch angle distribution includes Intr1,275

Middle, and Intr2 but is missing one or both of End1 and End2. For the partial pitch276

angle distributions, the algorithm first sorted for Source Cones, defined now where Intr1277

> Middle and Intr2 > Middle. Then, it looked for Loss Cone, now where Intr1 < Middle278

and Intr2 < Middle. Lastly, the algorithm screened for One-Sided Cones, defined now as279

Intr1 < Middle < Intr2 or Intr2 < Middle < Intr1. It is important to note that most of280

the partial pitch angle distributions were sorted into the ‘Loss Cone’ distribution. Since281

visually the partial pitch angle distribution sorts compared well with the full distributions,282

they were included in this study.283

284

Lastly, if the algorithm was unable to find a match in any of the above categories, the285

normalized pitch angle distribution was sorted as Uncategorized. At 1.5 eV, Uncatego-286

rized pitch angle distributions constituted 11% of the total pitch angle distributions across287

all MLTs. For 3.0 eV, Uncategorized pitch angle distributions were 16% of the total. At288

5.3 eV, Uncategorized pitch angle distributions dominated as 40% of the total pitch angle289

distributions across all MLTs. As seen in the example of Figure 4 this category comprised290

mostly severely compromised pitch angle distributions, where there was large variability291

or too few of points to make a sensible categorization. The Uncategorized distributions292
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generally occurred in the post-midnight sector where counts were too low to be statis-293

tically significant (up to 100% of the distributions in the near-Earth post-midnight sector).294

295

Figure 5 shows the number of invalid points in each H+ sorted pitch angle distribution296

between February 2013 and October 2015. The number of counts were summed across297

all MLTs at L=2.0. The number of complete/near complete pitch angle distributions298

with no/few invalid points is highest for the 1.5 eV energy channel. At the higher energy299

channels around 5.3 eV, the number of invalid point dominated pitch angle distributions300

becomes the largest category. In our study, the 1.5-4 eV pitch angle distributions are more301

reliable and generally more complete than the higher energy pitch angle distributions or302

the pitch angle distributions below 1.5 eV.303

304

Spacecraft charging is a concern for low energy ion measurements in the magnetosphere.305

The Van Allen Probes were designed to primarily charge slightly positive. It should be306

noted that spacecraft potential is a function of total plasma density and temperature;307

however, this study solely focuses on the 1-10 eV fluxes, so changes in the 1-10 eV fluxes308

may be independent to spacecraft potential changes. Previous studies found that Van309

Allen Probes spacecraft potential is about 0.75 V in the 2 < L< 3 region and there are310

not exceptionally large positive potentials in the post-midnight sector [Sarno-Smith et al.,311

2015, 2016]. Nonetheless, it is important to remember that this positive potential does312

add some uncertainty to the aforementioned pitch angle distributions at all MLTs even313

with spacecraft potential corrected fluxes.314

315
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3. Results

The algorithm used in this study successfully sorted the summed pitch angle distribu-316

tions into the categories described above. Then the sorted pitch angle distributions were317

binned into hourly MLT bins and results from L = 2 to L = 3 were combined to provide318

more robust statistics. Although this encompasses a large region of space, during quiet319

times of Kp < 3 this region was most likely within the plasmasphere. Therefore it is320

reasonable to assume there are no large density gradients between L = 2 to L = 3 and to321

combine distributions.322

323

Figure 6 shows the pitch angle distribution categorizations for the 1.5, 3.0, and 5.3 eV324

energy channels between 2 < L < 3 as a function of MLT. The bar chart on the left depicts325

the number of total summed pitch angle distributions in the Loss Cone, One-sided Cone,326

Source Cone, Low Counting Statistics (’Uncat’ or ’Uncategorized’), and Other categories.327

The ‘Other’ category includes Isotropic, Butterfly, and Inverse Butterfly distributions.328

As energy increases, the counting statistics are lower and the Uncategorized pitch angle329

contribution becomes larger across all MLTs. The high Uncategorized distribution per-330

centage is further demonstrated by the bar charts on the right which gave the percentage331

of the total of each of the main categories.332

333

Looking at the plots on the right side of Figure 6 and in the post-midnight sector, 1 <334

MLT < 4, the Uncategorized pitch angle distribution contribution is high at all energies,335

comprising most of the pitch angle distributions in the 3.0 and 5.3 eV energy range. The336

results of three low energy channels demonstrate how the post-midnight low energy H+
337
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depletion becomes more pronounced at higher energies, where the ‘Uncategorized’ desig-338

nation dominates. Also notable, the Loss Cone distribution peaks at the dusk terminator339

(MLT=18) or soon after (MLT = 22) at all energies. In the 1.5 eV pitch angle distribu-340

tions, the Loss Cone distribution peaks at close to midnight midnight, contributing almost341

60% of the total distributions at this MLT. This peak coincides with the increased num-342

ber of Uncategorized distributions, suggesting that there is an enhanced Loss Cone in the343

dusk sector/pre-midnight and at midnight that evolves into uncategorized, or depleted,344

pitch angle distributions in the post-midnight sector. Also notable is that in the 3.0 and345

5.3 eV energy channels, the Loss Cone peak in the dusk sector occurs earlier, at MLT346

= 17 for 3.0 eV and at MLT = 16 for 5.3 eV. This suggests the higher energy particles347

are depleted first across the dusk sector. The One-Sided distribution has a strong and348

nearly-uniform presence throughout the dayside. The One-Sided distribution is indica-349

tive of strong refilling from the summer hemisphere as solar EUV heated the illuminated350

ionosphere.351

352

The Source Cone distribution was approximately 5% of the total number of pitch angle353

distributions between MLT=10-12 and MLT=18-4 in the 1.5 eV and 3.0 eV energy chan-354

nels. The Source Cone percentage contribution at 5.3 eV is very low across all MLTs.355

Since the Source Cone populations are indicative of ionospheric outflow, which is usually356

approximately 1 eV or less, the low percentage of Source Cone distributions at higher357

energies for all MLTs is expected.358

359
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4. Conclusions

The 1-10 eV ion population of the inner plasmasphere has been shown to be depleted360

in the post-midnight sector and reach a minimum at MLT = 3. In this study, pitch angle361

distributions of the ion fluxes in the HOPE instrument 1-10 eV energy channels from362

February 2013 to April 2015 were examined to determine the cause of the 1-10 eV H+
363

depletion in the post-midnight sector of the plasmasphere. It was found that the near364

90o pitch angle population was severely depleted in the post-midnight sector compared to365

the field aligned populations. If these lower 1-10 eV fluxes were from pitch angle diffu-366

sion and charge exchange, a weak residual equatorially mirroring population would have367

been present in the post-midnight sector accompanied by large field aligned flows into the368

ionosphere.369

370

We also show, for the first time, low energy HOPE differential number fluxes cor-371

rected for spacecraft potential using EFW measurements. The flux depletion in the372

post-midnight sector is still present in the spacecraft potential corrected fluxes. Further,373

we show that the 1-10 eV plasma depletion in the near-Earth post-midnight sector does374

exhibit some geomagnetic activity dependence. At Kp < 1, the fluxes are higher than at375

Kp < 3 between 2 < L < 3, particularly in the 1.5 eV and 3.0 eV energy channels.376

377

A new algorithm was developed to categorize summed pitch angle distributions to bet-378

ter quantify why this loss occurs. A peak in Loss Cone distributions in the pre-midnight379

sector and strong refilling in the dawn sector were noted in the low energy channels. The380

Loss Cone peak occurred earlier in the dusk sector for the higher energy particles than381
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the lower energy ones. The post-midnight sector was dominated by Uncategorized dis-382

tributions at higher energies due to low counting statistics, suggesting plasma depletion383

occurs before the post-midnight sector due to enhanced dusk and midnight Loss Cone384

distributions. This result has not been seen before, and it suggests that more than simply385

charge exchange in the top side ionosphere is responsible for the 1-10 eV lower fluxes.386

387

The pitch angle sorting algorithm will be a useful tool for the magnetospheric com-388

munity and applied to classify pitch angle distributions at higher energy levels. The389

algorithm could also classify inner magnetosphere electron pitch angle distributions. For390

example, one could conduct a study about pitch angle distributions on ring current pitch391

angle scattering or keV particles at L = 4 during substorm injections [e.g., Lundin et al.,392

1980; Smith et al., 1996]. Also, the results of this study emphasize that source and loss393

processes in the inner plasmasphere are more complicated than previously anticipated and394

may involve more wave heating aspects.395

396
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PA_Square.pdf

Figure 1. Median measured proton differential number fluxes (cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1) for 26

months of the HOPE instrument binned by pitch angle and MLT for the 1.5 eV, 3.0 eV, and 5.3

eV energy channels at L = 2. The plots on the right are the relative variability, which is the

standard deviation (σD) divided by the mean (µ) of each MLT-PA bin at L = 2 for the 1.5 eV,

3.0 eV, and 5.3 eV energy channels.

SCFluxesAll.pdf

Figure 2. Median measured proton differential number fluxes (cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1) for 26

months of combined HOPE instrument data binned by L-Shell and MLT for all of the HOPE

energy channels between 0.99 eV and 3.38 eV.

sc_correct.pdf

Figure 3. The plots with the rainbow color table show the median spacecraft potential

corrected HOPE differential number fluxes at PA = 90o using EFW spacecraft potential from

February 2013 to April 2015 binned by MLT and L-Shell for the 1.5 eV, 3.0 eV, and 5.3 eV

energy channels at Kp < 1 and Kp < 3. The purple scale plots show the relative variability

(standard deviation divided by mean) of each L-MLT bin for the 1.5 eV, 3.0 eV, and 5.3 eV

energy channels at Kp < 1 and Kp < 3
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FlowChart.pdf

Figure 4. Flow chart demonstrating how the HOPE pitch angle distribution sorting algorithm

works and some of its sample output. On the categorized plots, the dotted green line shows the

second highest and second lowest normalized flux values in the 11 point summed pitch angle

distribution. The red line shows the 5 segments defined in the green box that the algorithm used

to determine pitch angle distribution shape.
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counts2.png

Figure 5. The number of invalid points in each classified H+ pitch angle distribution from

February 2013 to April 2015 for 1.5 eV, 3.0 eV, and 5.3 eV summed across all MLTs at L = 2.0

and then normalized by the maximum number of invalid points at each energy.
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barplot_2_5eV.pdf

Figure 6. Bar charts showing the result of the HOPE pitch angle distribution sorting procedure

for summed pitch angle distributions in the 1.5, 3.0, and 5.3 eV energy channel bins. These charts

show the total summed pitch angle distributions between 2 < L < 3 in increments of 1 MLT hour.

We highlight the four main summed pitch angle distribution categories of Loss Cone, One-Sided

Cone, Source Cone, and Uncategorized (‘Uncat.’). Other includes the Butterfly, Inverse Butterfly,

and Isotropic categories. The plots on the left show the total number of pitch angle distributions

contributing to each type of distribution. The plots on the right show the percentage of each

type in the specified MLT bin.
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